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ESEF Mandate for ESMA

ESMA’s mandate on the ESEF is contained in the revised Transparency Directive* 

Article 4(7) states that

“ESMA shall develop draft regulatory technical standards to specify the electronic reporting format”

Recital (26) points out that:

A harmonised electronic format […] would

• make reporting easier

• facilitate accessibility,

analysis

and comparability of annual financial reports.

*Directive 2004/109/EC as revised by Directive 2013/50/EU
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An overview of the development process

Consultation 
Paper 



Feedback 
Statement 



Draft RTS



Research

September 2015

incl 1st CBA and first 

suggestions

Analysis of 

responses

December 2016

incl 2nd CBA and broad 

policy lines

Development of 

specifications & 

field test

18 December 2017

Publication of Final Report 

including RTS + Field Test 

Report,

and publication of ESEF 

Reporting Manual

Endorsement & 

implementation

1 January 2020

Reporting

ESEF comes 
into force
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Key requirements of the ESEF

– All annual financial reports have to be prepared in xHTML

– Annual financial reports containing consolidated IFRS financial 

statements need to be marked up using XBRL tags

– XBRL tags have to be embedded in the xHTML document using 

Inline XBRL

– The taxonomy to be used is the ESEF Taxonomy
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What does an xHTML file look like

… like a standard web page 
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What do embedded XBRL tags look like

…like an additional layer of information that can be displayed when clicking on a certain 

tagged element



Level of tagging required by the RTS on ESEF
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full detailed 
tagging

block 
tagging of 

notes

no tagging 
of notes

only 
regular 

tagging of 
PFS

Easy to prepare

Highly granular data

Detailed tagging of PFS, block 

tagging for notes

All information in financial 

statements is tagged in detail

Detailed tagging of PFS, no 

tagging of notes 

Tagging in PFS only if element 

in IFRS Taxonomy exists

Costly for issuers, 

extensive filing rules 

from ESMA 

Extent of information

in notes in structured

format is limited

No information from

notes in structured

format

Incomplete tagging in

primary financial

statements
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IFRS 

consolidated 

FS

individual 

financial 

statements

3rd country 

GAAP FS

primary 

financial 

statements

block tagging 

of notes

detailed 

tagging of 

notes

mandatory 

from 2020

mandatory 

from 2022

voluntary

Forbidden

Level of tagging required by ESEF RTS

voluntary
if taxonomy 

provided 

by the MS



The ESEF taxonomy

• A taxonomy is a classification system used to identify and structure information

• The IFRS taxonomy, prepared by the IFRS Foundation, lists and defines the specific

elements that preparers can use to identify (tag) the information disclosed within IFRS

financial statements.

• IFRS taxonomy elements are obtained from (1) IFRS Standards and (2) common reporting

practice

• ESEF taxonomy = IFRS Taxonomy + a small set of ESMA additions

• ESEF Taxonomy vs IFRS Taxonomy

– guidance concepts

– labels in all EU languages

– ‘wider-narrower’ relationship (arc-role) used for anchoring of issuers’ extensions

• The RTS includes the labels of all elements of the core taxonomy  translations

• The taxonomy codes will be published on ESMA’s website
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Marking-up disclosures

• Marking up = “tagging” = applying to a disclosure the relevant XBRL

tags

• Preparers shall mark-up their disclosures with the taxonomy element

having the closest accounting meaning to marked up disclosure

• If the closest taxonomy element misrepresents the accounting meaning

of the disclosure, issuers shall create an extension taxonomy element.
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Anchoring disclosures

• Anchoring = “linking” through an XBRL relationship 

• Extension elements shall be anchored to the core taxonomy element that has the closest 

wider accounting meaning

• Anchoring can:

• Link one entity specific disclosure to one IFRS core taxonomy element (one to one)

• Link two or more entity specific disclosures to one IFRS core taxonomy element (n to one, or

combination)

• Link one entity specific disclosure to two or more IFRS core taxonomy elements (one to n, or

disaggregation)

• Extension elements which are subtotals of other disclosures need not being anchored
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Example of anchoring

Example 1 : Balance Sheet of a European issuer

Property, plant and equipment

Flight equipment

Elements contained in the IFRS Taxonomy

Extension elements

Element to be anchored to the 

closest element in the IFRS

Taxonomy which has the closest 

wider accounting meaning

(1) One-to-one anchoring



Example of anchoring

Example 2 : Balance Sheet of a European issuer

Issued capital

Share capital and Premium

Share premium

Core taxonomy elements (contained in the IFRS Taxonomy)

Extension element

Element to be anchored to two 

elements in the IFRS Taxonomy: 

the extension is wider than the 

base taxonomy elements

(2) N-to-one (combination)

• Where the extension taxonomy element combines a number of elements of the base taxonomy, the 

issuer should anchor that extension taxonomy element to each of those narrower elements



(3) One-to-N (disaggregation)
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Example 3: P&L of a European issuer

Elements contained in the IFRS Taxonomy

Extension elements

*Extension elements that shall be anchored

Example of anchoring

• Extension elements that are subtotals of other disclosures do not need to be anchored (**)
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Revenue from rendering of 

information technology services

Revenue from cloud 

and software **

Software licenses 

and support**

Software licenses*

Software support *

Cloud subscription 

and support *



Where to find out more on the draft RTS on ESEF

On ESMA’s website:

• The Final Report on the draft RTS on ESEF (ESMA32-60-204) published on 18

December 2017

• The ESEF Reporting Manual (ESMA32-60-2540), published on 18 December 2017 |

 for both Preparers and Software Vendors

• The ESEF field test webpage https://www.esma.europa.eu/field-test-esef

• The Feedback Statement on the Consultation Paper on the Regulatory Technical

Standard on the European Single Electronic Format (ESMA/2016/1668), published

on 21 December 2016

On the IFRS Foundation website https://www.ifrs.org/issued-standards/ifrs-taxonomy/

• Using the IFRS Taxonomy : A Preparer’s Guide

• IFRS Taxonomy illustrative examples
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https://www.esma.europa.eu/field-test-esef
https://www.ifrs.org/issued-standards/ifrs-taxonomy/


What to expect next
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Endorsement decision on 

the RTS on ESEF

Education / outreach initiatives for 

preparers, software vendors, 

OAMs and investors

Initiatives to promote data 

quality of ESEF filings 

Initiatives to ease the double 

burden on Foreign Private 

Issuers listed on US and EU 

markets

Initiatives to help harmonising

enforcement and dissemination of 

digital financial information 

Publication of further filing rules 

and / or guidance in the ESEF 

Reporting Manual



Disclaimer

Please note that the content of this presentation reflects the views of the 

presenter and has not formally been approved 

by ESMA’s Chair and/or ESMA’s Board of Supervisors
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Thank you for your attention!
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